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This is the second, revised edition of the collection of my first two Korean cookbooks published in

2008. It's 45 recipes from my YouTube videos and website, plus pictures of the ingredients you

need so you can easily find them in the store, even if you've never cooked Korean food before.
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Maangchi is the woman behind the popular Cooking Korean Food with Maangchi videos on

YouTube, which have been millions of times worldwide. Her website www.maangchi.com is the #1

Korean food and cooking website on the internet. She lives in New York City and has a passion for

cooking which she indulges every day.

some of the recipe measurements are off compared to the recipes on website, but overall, very

handy size. Be sure to compare with the website and correct the measurements. She is writing a

new, more professional cookbook right now.

I was so happy to find that Maangchi had finally published her recipes in a book. I use to follow her

on her site and YouTube, printing her recipes so that I could make her dishes (I keep fresh made

kimchi on hand). I was stationed in Seoul, Korea in the late 70's and developed a passion for

Korean food. Luckily, I have an Asian supermarket close by with the ingredients readily available. I

have already prepared a few dishes from this book and plan to try many more!



I have used several of her recipes from the website and decided to buy the book. I got it about a

week ago and have made 5 or 6 dishes. They all turned out perfectly! My husband is Korean and

her recipes make very authentic tasting food. I have tried many different korean recipes - hers are

by far the simplest and the best! My only complaint is that it is a very small book. It's kindof like a

pamphlet. It is still worth it, and I am planning on buying book 3 soon!

I have watched Maangchi's Youtube videos. While she is the forerunner on Korean cooking, I was

underwhelmed by her cookbook. I found it to be uninformative and a bit too basic. You can find

better recipes on the internet.

I found Maangchi on youtube while looking for a traditional pickled radish recipe. I tried it and it is as

good, if not better, than some Korean restaurants in the greater NYC area. You can't go wrong with

her book. Her videos are simply amazing. I have several Asian cookbooks and one just for Korean

cooking and this one beats them all. Get this book!

I watch Maangchi on YouTube for her tutorials. She is so down to earth, cute and fun. I didn't

hesitate to order her cookbook. It comes with illustrations and step by step clear instructions.

Everything is delicious! I'm half Korean and know how to cook a lot of stuff but still have a lot to

learn.

I have had other Korean cook books that seemed overly complicated or never seemed to turn out

quite right. Somehow Maangchi's recipes seem to work out great every time. I'm not sure if they're

simpler or better explained, but they work out great.

I love her YouTube show and this is a great companion to it. It is very clean, basic and no frills but

has nice color pictures. I found that watching the matching video and using the book made her

recipes a snap. Well done Maangchi!
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